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The process of pre-mRNA splicing has been studied for more than 30 years, yet it is far from being fully understood. Accumulating evidence suggests that many splicing events occur cotranscriptionally and that the mRNA precursor remains associated with the chromatin until all of the introns have been removed. Cotranscriptional splicing adds many more factors that might take part in the complex and highly regulated process of exon recognition. If cis-acting regulatory factors, such as splice-site sequences and splicing factors binding domains, did not provide enough complexity, splicing researchers are now realizing that the chromatin structure itself might also affect the exon selection process [1] . The amazing advances of the last several years in sequencing technologies have commenced a new era for studying genome-wide epigenetic factors, as well as new layers of splicing regulation. The available single-nucleotide-resolution data has made it possible to observe that exons, rather than flanking introns, are already marked at the DNA level by higher occupancy of nucleosomes and certain histone modifications [2] [3] [4] . DNA methylation is more abundant in coding sequences than noncoding regions [5, 6] . Confounding interpretation of these observations is the fact that exons have a higher GC content than flanking introns. Genomic regions with high GC content have enhanced bendability, which may facilitate nucleosome binding. In addition, DNA methylation occurs at CG dinucleotides and, thus, GC rich exons are bound to contain higher levels of DNA methylation than noncoding regions. So the question remains: do high levels of DNA methylation on exons occur circumstantially, as an outcome of high exonic GC content, or does DNA methylation have a biological function in the exon selection process? To answer this question, it is necessary to delve KEYWORDS: DNA methylation n GC content n splicing into the evolutionary changes that have occurred in gene structure and to determine whether these changes are related to the splicing process.
GC content architecture on the exon-intron structure has changed during evolution, especially during the transition from cold-to warmblooded organisms. The ancestral genome had short introns of low GC content and exons with a much higher GC content. During the evolution of warm-blooded organisms, two gene structures evolved: one located in high GC content regions and the other in low GC content regions. During mammalian and avian evolution GC-rich regions underwent a GC increase that resulted in even higher GC values. Genes located in these high GC content regions have a much less pronounced difference in GC content between exons and introns than those in low GC content regions, and the flanking introns are short, as were their ancestor's introns, probably as a result of purifying selection [7] . We refer to these regions as having leveled GC content. The regions that did not increase in GC content underwent an increase in intron length that was made possible by the strong splicing signals that characterize exon-intron structures in these regions [8] . Exons located in these regions have a significantly higher GC content than their flanking introns and we refer to them as differential GC exons. Notably, mRNAs encoded by genes characterized by a high differential GC content between exons and introns are more likely to be alternatively spliced through exon skipping, whereas intron retention is the hallmark of genes that have a similar GC content in exons and introns. This, and other observations, implies that splicing regulation differs between these two gene structures. Indeed, exons with a higher GC content than the flanking introns are more efficiently recognized by the splicing machinery part of For reprint orders, please contact: reprints@futuremedicine.com future science group Editorial Gelfman & Ast than exons in leveled GC content regions when splicing signal strength and intron length parameters are examined [7] .
Using cases from these two distinct GC architectures can further our understanding of the possible effect of GC content on chromatin structure and alternative splicing regulation. Differential GC exons are more efficiently marked by nucleosomes, as well as several histone modifications, such as H3K36Me3, than exons in leveled GC content regions [2] [3] [4] . Epigenetic factors may mediate the recognition of differential GC exons in several ways: one possibility is that the nucleosome has an effect on RNA polymerase II elongation (the 'bumper' theory), which allows ample time for the splicing machinery to recognize exons during cotranscriptional splicing [9] [10] [11] . It is also possible that splicing factors are recruited to certain histone modifications, thereby directing the spliceosome to the small exonic islands in the large intronic oceans, which is the case with the PTB splicing factor and H3K36Me3 modification [12] .
"…exons with a higher GC content than the flanking introns are more efficiently recognized by the splicing machinery than exons in leveled GC content regions when splicing signal strength and intron length parameters are examined."
But what happens when the GC content is similar between exons and introns? In this case, nucleosomes have no preference for binding of exons versus introns, and RNA-polymerase II confronts 'bumpers' scattered along both exons and introns. Remarkably, all minigenes generated from genes of high GC content fail to splice properly when transfected into mammalian cells [7] . What then helps the splicing machinery to recognize the exons in these 'evolutionarily new' regions? It is likely that regulatory systems for RNA processing evolved along with changes in base content. Supporting evidence for this theory can be found in two recent papers that show that alternative splicing patterns are species specific, whereas gene expression patterns are tissue specific and highly correlated between species [13, 14] . We hypothesize that the increase in GC content allowed other players to take part in the recognition of exons in the leveled GC regions and that this provided added regulation complexity. One such possible player is DNA methylation.
Analysis of methylation patterns in regions with both differential and leveled GC architectures shows that this modification strongly marks the exons and is not biased by GC content as is nucleosome occupancy [15] . This type of ana lysis may have a bias, however, that is related to the abundance of the CpG dinucleotide. The CpG dinucleotide is under-represented in the human genome compared with other dinucleotide steps but is much more prevalent in coding sequences than noncoding regions.
"DNA methylation can participate in chromatin remodeling and is also found in its highest abundance at exon boundaries."
Thus, even in exons that have the same GC content as their flanking introns, the CpG dinucleotide is more common in exons than introns. This elevated CpG abundance causes, in turn, elevated methylation. When we normalize for this by dividing methylation by CpG abundance, we observe that CpGs in leveled GC environments are more frequently methylated in exons than introns. This finding is accentuated by a drop in the probability of methylated CpGs in the intronic regions close to the exons (0-100 nt) compared with the rest of the intron. This is not the case for CpGs in differential GC exons, which only have a slightly better chance of being methylated than flanking intronic CpGs [15] .
Is the difference in methylation abundance in exons in the leveled GC regions bio logically significant? Does DNA methylation contribute to the recognition of exons in a leveled GC architecture? CpGs in alternatively spliced exons are less frequently methylated than those in constitutively spliced exons suggesting that, in the absence of the methylation mark, exon recognition is diminished. As the splicing reaction is performed on RNA transcripts, an active mechanism must link DNA methylation to promotion or oppression of exon inclusion. The recently described action of the CTCF protein provides that link. The binding of CTCF to exon 5 of the CD45 gene is methylation sensitive; exon 5 is included in the mRNA only when it is not methylated [16] . Since CTCF binds to a specific sequence in a small subset of exons, there must be other splicing regulatory proteins that are recruited by methyl binding proteins and deposited on the mRNA precursor at the right time and place. Chromatin structure might also play a role in translating methylation information to splicing. DNA methylation can participate in chromatin remodeling [17, 18] and is also found in its highest abundance at exon boundaries. Since CpG dinucleotides are correlated with higher inclusion levels [15] , an future science group www.futuremedicine.com
When epigenetics meets alternative splicing: the roles of DNA methylation & GC architecture Editorial indirect mechanism might affect splicing: there may be a cross-talk between nucleosomes and DNA methylation that directs nucleosomes to the DNA strand near splice sites. This type of mechanism would ensure that the nucleosome would be near an exon when it is transcribed to affect the elongation rate of RNA polymerase II.
In conclusion, splicing regulation is clearly complex and involves many factors. By mining the extensive sequencing of RNA, DNA and epigenetic data that are currently available, we are unraveling its secrets strand by strand. In mammalian genomes, there are two different mechanisms of splicing regulation that are governed by the regional GC architecture. Although differences were masked in whole genome analyses of the GC-heterogeneous genome, nucleosome occupancy and DNA methylation clearly differ between differential and leveled GC regions. It will be interesting to discover whether other epigenetic factors also participate in splicing regulation of one group or the other.
